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Abstract:
Cleansing data of errors is an important processing step particularly when integrating heterogeneous data
sources. Dirty data files are prevalent in data warehouses because of incorrect or missing data values,
inconsistent attribute naming conventions or incomplete information. This paper improves the data cleansing
ordinal association rules technique by proposing a solution for the missing values problem. The
approximated values for missing data items can be incorporated in the ordinal association rules.
Experimental results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed enhancement.[Journal of American Science
2009:5(3) 52-62] ( ISSN: 1545-1003)
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One way of detecting data errors is by

1. Introduction

utilizing

One important step in any data processing task

association

rules

which

specify

is to verify the correctness of data values. Data

relationships between record attributes [Marcus et

cleaning also called data cleansing or scrubbing,

al., 2001]. An extension to this approach is to apply

detects and removes errors and inconsistencies in

relational association rules to discover various

data in order to improve the quality of data. Causes

relationships between attributes. The relational

of data quality problems include misspellings

association rules can express various kinds of

during data entry, missing data, invalid or

relationships between record attributes not only

incomplete information or other reasons such as

partial ordering relations [Campan et al., 2006;

inconsistent attribute naming conventions.

Hipp et al., 2000].
The term association rule was first introduced

Data cleaning is especially required and
integrating

in the Apriori algorithm developed by Agrawal et al.

heterogeneous data sources in data warehouses.

in the context of market basket analysis [Agrawal

Data warehouses receive huge amounts of data

et al., 1993]. Another work of using association

from a variety of sources which may contain “dirty

rule induction utilized Apriori method to find

data” and is used in decision making.

duplicate relations in a representative biological

should

be

addressed

when
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dataset as introduced by Koh et al. [Koh et al.,

introduced to restrict the influence of itemsets that

2004]. Another research in the area of using

are not observed thoroughly by confidence and

association rules was done by Srikant et al. who

support. The XMiner algorithm was proposed using

considered the problem of discovering association

the new measures. An evaluation function and a

rules in the presence of constraints that are Boolean

completion procedure for finding missing values

expressions over the presence or absence of items

were presented by Wu et al. [Wu et al., 2004]. The

[Srikant et al., 1996].

proposed

evaluation

function

is

calculated

according to the support, confidence, and the

Marcus et al. introduced ordinal association

antecedent of the association rules.

rules to uncover relationships, numerical ordering
or equality between attributes that commonly occur

The purpose of the work described in this

in the dataset which help in identifying attributes

paper is to improve the ordinal association rules

that do not conform to the discovered ordering

algorithm by detecting and approximating missing

[Marcus et al., 2001]. Later, Campan introduced

values. By doing so, the approximated values for

relational association rules which are an extension

missing data items can be incorporated in the

of the ordinal association rules to be able to capture

ordinal association rules. The rest of this paper is

various kinds of relationships between record

organized as follows: Section 2 presents a review

attributes [Campan et al., 2006]. Nayak and Cook

of the definition of ordinal association rules. In

described an association rule mining algorithm

section 3, the proposed algorithms for detecting

called approximate association rules (~AR), which

errors and handling missing values are presented.

is an enhancement of the Apriori algorithm [Nayak

Section 4 demonstrates experiments and results.

and Cook, 2001]. It allows data that approximately

Conclusions are drawn in section 5.

matches the pattern to contribute toward the overall
support of the pattern which is useful in processing

2. Ordinal Association Rules
Association rules are statements of the form

missing values.
The work by Hipp et al. compares between

{X1, X2,…, Xn} ⇒ Xn+1 where Xi is a field in a

several algorithms dealing with association rules

dataset, meaning that if we know the values of X1,

[Hipp et al., 2000]. Several researchers worked on

X2,…, Xn in a dataset, then we have a very a good

the issue of resolving missing values in datasets

chance of finding Xn+1. Association rules are

[Ragel and Crémilleux, 1999; Calders et al., 2007;

required to satisfy a minimum support and a

Wu et al., 2004; Othman and Yahia, 2008]. Rangel

minimum confidence constraint at the same time

and Crémilleux proposed a method called Missing

[Hahsler et al., 2005]. To accept an association rule,

Values Completion (MVC) which is concerned

a certain confidence of the rule is defined as the

with solving missing values in decision trees

probability of finding Xn+1. Support and confidence

[Ragel and Crémilleux, 1999].

are formally defined shortly in this section.

Calders et al. introduced new definitions for
the terms support and confidence based on the

Definition:

absence of missing values in database for the

A dataset R is a finite set of k records, R=

attributes of the itemsets [Calders et al., 2007]. In

{R1, R2,…, Rk} where each record Ri is a tuple

addition, a new notation called representative was

of m attributes <a1, a2,…, am>. Each attribute aj
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has an associated domain (data type) such as

3. Handling Missing Values

integer domain. The domain of attribute aj

A variety of approaches have been proposed to

denoted by Dom(aj) consists of constants, and a

deal with the problem of missing data. The most

special null or empty value (which is a member

common and simplest approach is to omit cases

of every domain) and relational operators

with missing values. Other approaches replace

namely less than or equal ( ≤ ), equal (=), and

missing values with a special symbol using a

greater than or equal ( ≥ ). A tuple Ri ∈ Dom(a1)

standard learning technique [Nayak and cook, 2001,

× Dom(a2)… × Dom(am) over R is a sequence

Shen et al., 2007; Lin and Tseng, 2006].
Our approach consists of two phases. The first

of data values <ν1, v2,…,νm> where the value νi

phase enhances the algorithms of the ordinary

for attribute ai is an element of Dom(aj).

ordinal association rules for comparing data and
Accordingly, set of attributes can be related in

analyzing records. The purpose of this phase is to

the following way (a1, a2, …, al) ⇒ (a1 op1 a2 op2
a3 op3 a4… opl-1 al) where each opi is either

discover the ordinal association rules from a dataset

≤, =, or ≥ , is an ordinal association rule if:

uses the discovered rules in the first phase and

that may include missing values. The second phase
analyzes the records to detect potential data outliers.

1.

a1, a2,…,al are not empty and occur together in

Then, it attempts to obtain the best approximate

at least S% of the K records, where S is called

values for the missing items. The first phase may

the support of the rule, and

repeatedly be applied to confirm existing rules. Fig.

2. In a subset of the records, R' ⊆ R where a1,

1 depicts the data flow of the proposed approach in
its two phases for finding ordinal association rules

a2,…,al occur together and ν1 op1 ν2 op2

ν3…opl-1 νl is true for each Ri ∈ R'. Thus |R'| is

and for detecting errors and approximating missing

the number of records that the rule holds for

values. The proposed algorithm accepts a dataset

and the confidence C of the rule is the

with missing values and outputs the discovered

percentage of records that hold for the rule;

ordinal association rules and cleaned dataset after

Confidence=|R'|/|R|

replacing missing values with their approximations.

[Marcus

and

Maletic,

In the first step, data is normalized by

2000].

converting it from its original form into numeric
value.

Error detection using ordinal association rules

For

instance,

date

values

such

as

has two steps [Marcus et al., 2001; Rahm and Do,

“23-12-1987” will be converted into the form

2000]:

23121987. Then, for each record, each pair of

1.

Discover ordinal rules with a minimum

fields in the normalized record is compared. An

confidence C.

ordinal relationship of attributes will be constructed

Determine data that can be considered as

between each pair of different attributes. For

potential errors (outliers).

example, if a1 and a2 are two different attributes

2.

and a1 > a2, then “>” is the ordinal relationship
The proposed approach introduces other steps

between a1 and a2. Such relationship between the

to deal with the problem of missing values as

two attributes is called a pattern and is saved in a

explained in the next section.

comparison file.
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After the comparison file has been constructed,
results are passed to the next step where the
patterns that hold true for at least the chosen
minimum

confidence

are

identified.

Next,

identified patterns are analyzed to find outlier pairs
and

empty

values

are replaced

with

their

approximations. Finally, only those records that
violate the rules are marked as possible errors.
During dataflow of the proposed approach,
various algorithms are called. The details of the
components, mainly the Compare Item, Best
Approximate

Value,

and

Analyze

Records

algorithms are outlined in Figures 2, 3, and 4,
respectively. The main target of algorithm 1 is to
find the patterns after running comparisons to save
them in a file or database to be utilized by the
remaining algorithms.
Before running the Compare Item algorithm a
minimum threshold and a minimum confidence
should be determined as input for the algorithm.
Minimum threshold is typically determined by a
field expert responsible for data accuracy while
minimum confidence is chosen empirically by
applying all aforementioned algorithms on different
values

then

selecting

the

most

appropriate

confidence percentage. Compare Item algorithm
turns all data in the original dataset into numeric.
Afterwards, a new database called frequent
transactions database is created that includes:
attribute name, attribute value and frequency count
of the field value. The intuition behind the creation
of the frequent transactions database is to find the
most frequent value of the attribute that has missing
values. However, the most frequent value of an
attribute may not the value to be used to replace the
missing value. If the attribute does not have a
frequent value, the missing value will not be
Fig. 1 Dataflow diagram for applying ordinal
association rules for cleansing data with missing
values.

replaced.
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Algorithm 1: Compare Item (Minimum threshold percentage Minth , Minimum Confidence)
Input:

Sample of data from a dataset that includes missing values.
Minimum threshold percentage Minth which is the percentage of frequency of items values.
Minimum Confidence which is the percentage of records that hold for the rule.

Output: Comparison file that only includes patterns with minimum confidence
1.

For each record in the dataset
1.a. Normalize or Convert Data
1.b. Insert or (Update if exist) into frequent transactions database each attribute name, its value and the
frequent count of the corresponding value of the attribute.
1.c. Update Statistics.

2.

For each record in the dataset
2.a. Get all attributes that have missing values.
2.b. Get the highest frequent value greater than or equal to the minimum threshold Minth from the frequent
transactions database of the corresponding attribute that have missing value.
2.c. Update the database by replacing the missing value with the value with the highest frequent value of the
corresponding attribute.
2.d. Compare each attribute in the record with all other left hand attributes.

2.d.1.

Update the comparison file.

Fig. 2 Algorithm Compare Item
Algorithm 2:
Input:

Output:
1.

Best Approximate Value (Record Identifier, Attribute)
Comparison File which includes patterns,

Record Identifier

Attribute Name,

Datasets which includes Missing Values

Best Approximation for the missing value

Find the patterns with equal type and the input attribute is one of the pair.
1.a. If the pattern of equal operation exists then
1.a.1. Apply the pattern of equal operation on the given record.
1.a.2. Update the dataset by replacing the missing value in the input attribute with the corresponding
equal value that matches the same pattern.

2.

If the patterns of equal operation does NOT exist then
2.a. Find all patterns that include the given attribute.
2.b. Apply the patterns on the input record.
2.c. Get the largest attribute's value that is smaller than the input attribute and call it MINv
2.d. Get the smallest attribute's value that is larger than the input attribute and call it MAXv.
2.e. Get the value of the input attribute that satisfy the maximum frequent count from frequent transaction
database and its value is between MINv and MAXv.
2.f. Update the dataset by replacing the missing value in the input attribute with the max frequent count value.
2.g. If there is NO value with maximum frequent between MINv and MAXv then

2.g.1. Update the database by replacing the missing value in the input attribute with (MINv + MAXv)/2.
Fig. 3 Algorithm Best Approximate Value.
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Analyze Records

Input:

Comparison file which includes patterns with minimum confidence.

Output:

Attributes marked as high possible error attributes.

1.

For each record in the dataset
1.a. For each rule in the pattern file
1.a.1.

Determine rule type and pairs

1.a.2.

If there are empty values in the pairs Then

1.a.2.1. Apply Approximate Data Value (Record Identifier., Attribute Name) algorithm
1.a.3.

Compare item pairs

1.a.4.

If pattern does NOT holds Then

1.a.4.1. mark each attribute as possible error
1.b. Compute average number of marks
1.c. Select the high probability marked errors
Fig. 4 Algorithm Analyze Records.
The target of the replaced value is to find an

K. If no such rule exists, search using other rules

initial replacement for the missing values to

proceeds. Other steps such as finding all patterns

discover patterns which is the purpose of the first

that have the input attribute are used to determine

phase. In the second phase, the best approximation

the range for the missing value. In other words, the

for the missing value that can successfully satisfy

maximum and minimum possible values are

the pattern is found taking into account that the

determined. The maximum frequent value is also

discovered missing value in the first phase will still

considered to get appropriate recurring value. If

be regarded as missing value during the course of

none of the previous conditions are met, the

running the algorithms in the second phase and

missing value is replaced by (min + max)/2 since

they may be changed in order to get a better

the target is to reduce the number of errors as much

approximation value.

as possible.

During the second phase Analyze Records

The Analyze Records algorithm, shown in Fig.

(Algorithm3) and the Best Approximate Value

4 scans all patterns and applies them on the records

(Algorithm2) are called. The second phase starts by

of the dataset. Each pair of attributes that

executing Algorithm3 where all records are

corresponds to a pattern is checked to see if values

manipulated and each pattern is scanned. The

of the attributes match the patterns. If they do not,

record identifier and each attribute in the pairs of

each attribute is marked as possible error. After this

the pattern are used as input parameters to

step, the average number of possible error marks

algorithm2 during which input patterns are

for each considered attribute is computed. Those

searched with equality operation. Pairs marked as

attributes that are marked as possible error with

attributes with missing values are replaced by the

values greater than the average will be considered

same attribute value in the same record using the

as high possible error attributes. Table 1 displays a

matching pattern. If there is more than one equality

sample database which contains six records each

rule that includes the attribute, a transitive closure

has five attributes of numeric data type. If attribute

operation is applied; that is, A=B and B = K Î A=

A is larger than attribute B over a large percentage
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of records or in other words greater than the

dataset, with the same structure as Table 1 which

minimum confidence then we can discover

will be used in this part.

(establish) the ordinal rule A>B. However, as

Table 2: A sample of data used in phase 2

shown in Table 1, the value of attribute B at record

Record #

A

B

C

D

E

5 is 11 larger than the value of attribute A which is

1

15

2.6

9

15

3

10.5. Therefore, this record does not conform to the

2

70

3

9

70

9

above ordinal rule. By scanning the whole table,

3

6

2

10

6

3

the obvious relation between A and B is A>B

4

8.1

9

16

9

concluding that the value at record 5 may be

5

10

7

13

10

6

29

3

9

29

considered as error.
Table 1: A sample of data used in phase1

9

Record #

A

B

C

D

E

The set of discovered rules from this table are

1

5

4

9

5

2

listed in Fig. 5. The first step of phase 2 is to scan

2

7

3

7

1.23

each pattern (discovered rule) and determine the

3

8

3

10

8

3

rule type and the involved pair of attributes. If one

4

16

7.9

9

16

19

or two of the paired attributes have empty values,

5

10.5

11

13

10.5

9

then Approximate Data Value algorithm described

6

7

3

9

7

5.5

in Fig. 3 is called.

The missing value for attribute C of the

A>B
A<C
A=D
A>E
B<C
B<D
B<E
C>D
C>E
D>E

second record will be replaced by the approximate
value. Approximate value is derived from the
probability of distribution which represents the
likelihood of possible values calculated using
frequency counts of data for the corresponding
attribute. In our case P(C=9) = 3/6 or 1/2, P(C=10)
= 1/6, and P(C=13) = 1/6. Considering the
minimum threshold to be 0.5, the most probable
approximate value for C is 9. To emphasize the
correctness of the value, we compare it with the

Fig. 5: The discovered ordinal rules for Table 2

min, max, mean and standard deviation. This rule
and all other derived rules will be saved in a

In our example, the missing value in attribute

database.

A in the 4th record of Table 2 (Table 2 includes data

The second phase of the proposed approach

from the same dataset which was used to find

analyzes records in an attempt to find the high

patterns in phase1) is replaced by the value 16

probability of errors in data in order to obtain the

since one of the discovered patterns is A=D (Fig. 5)

best approximation for the missing values after

and the corresponding value for attribute D is 16.

applying the derived patterns. Thus the percentage

On the other hand, the missing value of attribute E

of errors will decrease. Table 2 shows a sample
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in the 5th record of Table 2 needs more

minimum confidence values starting with 0.95 and

computations to conclude since there is no pattern

the programs were executed to find the possible

that can be deducted using E and another attribute.

number of discovered patterns, number of records

Again by scanning all patterns we can find all

with attributes which do not satisfy the discovered

attributes less than or equal to attribute E and all

patterns, number of possible errors in all attributes

attributes larger than or equal to attribute E. The

of all record, and high probability errors as shown

next step is to compare the larger attributes with E

in Table 3.

attribute and compare the smaller attributes with E.

Outlier pairs were identified statistically and

In our case, the rules of interest are A>E, C >E,

each attribute value was compared with its

D>E and B<E. By combining the above discovered

confidence interval taking into consideration the

rules, we can conclude that B<E<min(A,C,E).

range of the field values. The second part of our

By applying the patterns at the same record

approach decreases the average number of possible

(10>E, 13>E, 10>E, and 7<E), the value of

errors generated by the algorithm introduced by

attribute E will be constrained between 7 and 10.

Marcus et al. [Marcus et al., 2001]. The original

This is because only attribute B is less than or equal

algorithm treats records with empty values as errors

to E. The value of B at the same record (which is

while our proposed enhancement handles missing

equal to 7) is the minimum value for E and as

values

attributes A and D which have the same value 10

Comparisons were made between the set of rules

are greater than E. In other words, the missing

and results obtained using the proposed approach

value for E at record number 5 is between 7 and 10.

and those obtained by Marcus et al. The minimum

To find the approximate value, we need to get a

threshold controls the level of accuracy so that by

high frequent value that should be in the range of

increasing the minimum threshold the approximate

the attribute, in this case between 7 and 10. Also

values in the first part become more accurate. Fig 6

confidence intervals as a statistic measure must be

shows the relation between the rules and their

taken into consideration. After these computations,

support before and after handling missing values

the best approximate value is 9.

with a minimum threshold value of 0.1.

before

the

error

detection

phase.

For the enhanced approach, it can be seen
from Fig. 6 that the support for many rules

4. Experiments and Results

Experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness

increases after approximating the missing values,

of the proposed approach were conducted using

whereas missing values in the Marcus et al.

PL/SQL under Windows platform. Data was

algorithm are discarded and play no role in the

generated randomly for 31 attributes and 5000

support of the rule. Also, the second phase of the

records. Statistical functions such as min, max,

enhanced approach decreases the average possible

standard deviation, mean and confidence intervals

errors generated by the Marcus et al. algorithm. Fig.

were calculated for each attribute and saved in the

7 shows the relationship between the fields and the

database. The minimum confidence was chosen

number of possible errors. It can be seen from the

empirically since the data may have different

figure that after handling missing values, the

distribution other than normal distribution. Several

number of possible errors decreases.

experiments

were

performed

with

various
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Table 3: Experiment runs for randomly generated data (5000 records with 31 fields)
Number of high

Number of

Number of records

Number of

Minimum

probability errors

possible error

with error

patterns

confidence

18

59069

517

114

0.95

18

47512

417

97

0.96

18

40145

415

94

0.97

17

40060

54

54

0.98

16

35016

54

52

0.99

16

44943

54

52

0.991

16

44781

54

52

0.992

16

35142

54

52

0.993

16

35016

54

52

0.994

16

40057

49

46

0.995

13

44637

35

41

0.996

13

39919

39

35

0.997

10

28888

12

10

0.998

9

28000

12

10

0.999

0

0

0

0

1

1.2

0.6
0.4
0.2
0

ID
>A
A1 3
>A
A3 3
<
A3 A 8
<A
A3 10
<A
A3 12
<A
A3 14
<A
A3 16
<A
A3 18
<A
A3 20
<A
A3 22
<A
A3 24
<A
A3 26
<A
A3 28
<A
A5 30
<A
A8 25
<
A1 A 2
0< 5
A1 A2
2< 5
A1 A2
5= 5
A1 A2
7> 5
A1 A2
9> 5
A2 A2
2> 5
A2 A2
5> 5
A2 A2
5< 6
A2 A2
5> 8
A3
0

Support

1
0.8

Patterns
before handling missing values

after nandling missing values

Fig. 6: Relationship between patterns and support
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